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ABSTRACT
Strategic alliances are an emergent organization form that is increasingly gaining interest
over go-it-alone strategies for organizations to achieve fast and economical growth.
Drawing upon the resource based view of the firm several previous studies have viewed
alliances as a quest for resources. One important objective identified in strategic alliances
is the sharing of knowledge such as technology, advanced skills and organizational
capability. Most of the strategic alliance literature however focuses on large-firm
alliances, implicating that smaller firms with a more limited pool of in-house resources
and a more obvious need to access resources beyond the limits of their own organisation
often have been neglected. In this paper we study how SMEs focus on different kind of
knowledge modes together with partners in a strategic alliance.

For this purpose a case study approach has been employed to investigate and analyse the
case of EVONET Industrial Partners, a strategic alliance consisting of six manufacturing
companies in Northern Sweden aiming for a stronger position as suppliers to car and
heavy truck industry. The alliance has been studied over three years, and data has been
continuously collected through 63 interviews, participating observations and from
secondary sources. The empirical results show that accessing (rather than acquiring)
knowledge has been a central interest for the alliance firms. The empirical results also
indicate the importance of concrete and applied projects that are jointly carried through,
since joint projects foster personal networks and trust between employees in the
participating firms enabling exchange of, primarily, knowledge based on know-how and
know-who.

On a more theoretical level, the study contributes with addressing the link between
different strategic orientations of partnerships and the kinds of knowledge and knowledge
exchange/transfer that becomes critical in different strategic alliances. Different types of
strategic alliances may be expected to exploit different kinds of partner synergies, where
a partnership geared towards exploitation and improvement of current businesses seem to
benefit mostly from know-how-knowledge, while a partnership aiming for developing
new product, new markets and new businesses (exploration) instead may benefit
primarily from knowledge and knowledge exchange characterised as ‘knowing what’ and
‘knowing why’
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INTRODUCTION

In a more knowledge-based economy, the importance of knowledge and organizational

cooperation has increased. Ongoing specialization where companies to a larger degree

have focused on developing core competencies and unique specialties has, paired with a

development towards more sophisticated products and services, highlighted a growing

need for companies to get access to required knowledge in order to, e.g., be able to

develop and introduce new products or to open new markets. One solution to solve the

dilemma between a limited in-house resource base and a growing need for various

knowledge resources is to build alliances with partners possessing the resources required.

The situation outlined above is especially relevant for smaller firms (SMEs) with a

limited in-house pool of knowledge resources. The bulk of the strategic alliance

literature, however, focuses on large-firm alliances (Human &Provan, 1997), and has

only to a very limited degree addressed the category of firms that – due to their inherent

resource limitations – should have the most significant pay-off from forming alliances

with external partners. Das & Teng (2000) thus note that there are only a few articles that,

from a resource-based perspective, deal with how small and medium sized enterprises

develop their capabilities by building alliances with partnering companies (cf. also

Rangone, 1999). The purpose of this paper is therefore to contribute to this specific lack

of knowledge by examining how SMEs develop their capabilities in strategic alliances. In

order to do this, we first present two theoretical foundations for this specific piece of

research (Resource-based theory and strategic alliance literature, and research on

Knowledge Management and knowledge respectively). After also presenting some basic

data on the case (the strategic alliance: EVONET Industrial Partners), we use empirical

observations from this case to illustrate the different kinds of knowledge modes within

the alliance focused upon. The paper is concluded by discussing the emergent results and

suggesting some routes for further research.
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RESOURCE-BASED THEORY AND STRATEGIC ALLYING

The starting point of this paper is basically a resource-based view of the firm (Penrose

1959), where Edith Penrose in a foreword to the third edition of her “The Theory of the

Growth of the Firm” (1995; pp. xvi-xvii) states that “a firm’s rate of growth is limited by

the growth of knowledge within it, but a firm’s size by the extent to which administrative

effectiveness can continue to reach its expanding boundaries”. At the same time she,

referring to Richardson (1972), notes that a firm in reality “is not an island in a sea of

market transactions, but itself part of a network consisting of rivals in direct competition,

of suppliers of goods and services in special relationship as well as of consumers, be they

individuals, organizations, other firms or even governments”. Again referring to

Richardson (1972), she rhetorically asks “how are we to distinguish between co-operation

on one hand and market transactions on the other?” (ibid., p. xvi).

One answer to this question is given in the literature addressing strategic alliances,

separating strategic co-operation between partnering firms from conventional buy-and-

sell relations. A strategic alliance is according to Yoshino & Rangan (1995) an

arrangement between two or more firms that unite to pursue a set of agreed-upon goals

but remain independent subsequent to the formation of the alliance.  In the alliance all

partners share control over and contribute to the performance of the alliance. There are

different reasons to engage in strategic alliances where the perceived benefits of alliances

may be broadly divided into two main categories: those concerned with building new

businesses or with introducing new products, and those concerned with improving the

current business. Principal reasons cited in the literature for entering into strategic

alliances include the following: to achieve economies of scale and of learning, to gain

access to the benefits of other firms’ assets (such as production capacity, technology,

market access, capital, products, or workforce), to reduce risk by sharing the capital

requirements of new product development, to reach new markets, to enjoy first mover

advantage by exploiting speed to market, and to achieve transformative synergies via

process rationalization, systems improvement and other benefits of learning (Beeby &

Booth, 2000; Dyer & Nobeoka, 2000; Kale  &  Singh, 2000; Larsson et al., 1998; Khanna
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et al., 1998; Simonin, 1997, 1999; Movery et al., 1996, 1998). These different motives

behind strategic allying are concluded in Table 1 below.

Table 1.  Principal main reasons for entering strategic alliances

Motives/reasons Building new businesses or
introducing new products

Improving current
businesses

To achieve economies of scale X
To achieve economies of learning X
To gain access to other firms’ resources X
To achieve transformative synergies via
process rationalization

X

To reduce risk by sharing capital
requirements related to new product
development

X

To enjoy first mover advantage by
reducing time to market

X

To exploit new markets X

Many studies addressing strategic alliances have adopted an organizational learning

perspective, assuming that the goal of strategic alliances is to acquire the knowledge of

the alliance partners. The outcome may be a ‘learning race’ where each alliance partner

seeks to learn at a faster rate than its partner (Powell, 1998; Hamel, 1991). Other scholars

suggests that firms use strategic alliances to gain access to other firms’ capabilities,

supporting more focused exploitation of existing capabilities within each firm (Grant &

Baden-Fuller, 2004). Das & Teng (2000) state that the logic behind forming strategic

alliances appears fairly simple: It is about creating the most value out of one's existing

resources by combining these with others' resources. For smaller organizations with

limited in-house resources (such as SMEs), such arguments are even more relevant.

Strategic alliances may in fact serve as a strategy to neutralize the disadvantages of small-

scaled organizations while – due to possibility to form different kinds of resource

configurations among partners in a strategic alliance – achieving a competitive advantage

while maintaining a higher degree of organizational flexibility.
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KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

As already noted, knowledge and competence represent an asset of increasing value for

developing competitiveness in a more and more knowledge-intensive economy. The use

of knowledge in organizations is generally claimed to benefit from being consciously

managed, and here the concept of Knowledge Management has been introduced as an

important management concept (Boisot, 1998; Davenport & Prusak, 1997; Leonard-

Barton, 1995; Nonaka and Takeushi, 1995). The knowledge-based literature identifies

two conceptual dimensions of knowledge management. First, those activities that

increase an organisations stock of knowledge – what March (1991) refers to as

exploration. Second, those activities that deploy existing knowledge to create value -

what March (1991) refers to as exploitation

By exploration is meant such things as search, discovery, novelty, and innovation.
It involves variation, risk taking, and experimentation. It commonly leads to
disaster but occasionally leads to important new directions and discoveries. By
exploitation is meant refinement, routinisation, production, and implementation of
knowledge. It involves choice, efficiency, selection, and reliability. It usually leads
to improvement but often is blind to major redirections (March 1999:5)

Both exploitation and exploration can cause drawbacks for an organisation. The problems

of excessive exploitation, is that organisations based on experience, create all the more

sophisticated beliefs about the reality and attend to an increasingly biased interpretation

of it. Eventually, they become “skilfully incompetent” (Argyris, 1993:54) by becoming

detached from other sources of experience. However, organisations needs exploitation

due to that a predominance of exploration might lead to the risk of being caught in a

failure trap (March, 1994), i.e. in a situation where the organisation put a lot of resources

into excessive experimenting without concrete results. March (1995) describes these

potential drawbacks as follow and suggest a solution that involves a dilemma:

”[a] system that specializes in exploitation will discover itself becoming better
and better at an increasingly obsolescent technology: A system that specialize in
exploration will never realize the advantages of its discoveries… Exploration and
exploitation are linked in an enduring symbiosis… Each interferes with the other
…[and] organizations persistently fail to maintain an effective balance between
the two” (March, 1995:432-433)
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Exploitation and exploration can appear as two opposite extremes, but they must

according to March be considered together since an organization needs to balance these

two activities in order to optimize the use of its existing resources and capabilities.

Knowledge Management employs a strategic view where knowledge is seen to be an

organization’s main strategic asset and resource to achieve a competitive advantage, and

where the concept itself may be defined as “the process by which organizations generate

wealth from its intellectual or knowledge-based assets” (Bukowitz & Williams, 1999, p.

2). In order to achieve such competitive advantage a firm can use two major approaches:

knowledge acquisition or knowledge accessing. The first approach emphasizes

organizational learning where the acquisition of knowledge to the organization facilitates

for the organization to internalize knowledge and competence that previously was

available only outside the firm. The second approach is more concerned with

accessibility than with investing in the firm’s stock of own knowledge resources, i.e.

more interested to cope with the effects of flexible specialization (Piore & Sabel 1984),

outsourcing and other consequences of core competence strategies (Hamel & Prahalad

1994) by getting access to other firm’s competences than necessarily employing such

competences on the firm’s own payroll. While the first approach hence may be

understood as related to organizational learning, this second approach relates more to the

concept of networking. Also in this specific respect the alliance argument seems

especially relevant for smaller organizations possessing a limited range and degree of in-

house competences and other resources.

KNOWLEDGE MODES

We have above outlined a general theoretical framework underpinning this paper, with a

starting point in resource-based theory and where strategic allying is regarded as an

opportunity for a firm to get access to knowledge resources (as well as other kinds of

resources) beyond the limits of its own formal organization. Due to smaller

organizations’ more limited in-house resources, such allying strategies may be regarded

as even more attractive development strategies than for larger organizations. Since the

purpose of this paper is to examine how SMEs develop their capabilities in strategic
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alliances, our focus will here be on the specific assets that knowledge held by

organizations and individuals in the organization represent. In order to manage this task

we however need a more elaborative understanding of the concept of knowledge per se.

Ron Sanchez (1996) gives us some direction when he proposes that three levels of

understanding describe three levels of different kinds of knowledge within an

organisation; know-how can be characterized as ‘practical understanding’, know-why as

‘theoretical understanding’, and know-what as ‘strategic understanding’.

Know-how enables a firm to continue performing its current operations. Know-how

refers to the capability to do something where a firm’s know-how is its ‘practical

understanding’ about the current state of a system (Simon, 1962). Know-how is created

by a process of ‘learning-by-doing’ (Argote & Epple, 1990; Dutton and Thomas, 1985;

Arrow, 1962). Learning-by-doing is a process whereby knowledge about how to perform

a task accumulates with experience over time and where prior experience often dictates

future learning possibilities (Levitt & March, 1988).

At an individual level, know-how consists of both practical and theoretical skills and is

often referred to as ‘competence’. At an organizational level know-how may be

understood as the ability to produce products and services for a market. The current

production systems and its routines may be seen as expressions of organizational know-

how, and therefore organizational know-how may be described as a firm’s process

technology (Grant, 1991). Both individual and organizational know-how have the effect

of reducing unit labor costs as the cumulative output increases. The cumulative reduction

of manufacturing costs that accrues from such experience represents learning curves

which provide the firm diminishing returns to economies of scale as the accumulated

stock of know-how reaches some limit (Dutton & Thomas, 1985; Argote & Epple, 1990).

Know-why is the theoretical understanding of the principals governing the function of a

system, and where this know-why enables firms to change the state of a system employed

by the company. Dutton & Thomas (1985) called this process ‘learning-by-studying’.
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Learning-by-studying involves controlled experimentation and simulation to understand

the principles and theories underlying the functioning of a system, and refers to both

explicit scientific knowledge and to individual or organizational experience and intuition.

One view of this process is that the accumulation of knowledge is cumulative within the

confines of an overall paradigm (Kuhn, 1970).

According to Sanchez (1996) product design is the critical system that a firm must

govern. This perspective turns the foci of know-why to why the parts of a given product

function well together and how they contribute to the overall function of a product. With

this perspective a firm’s know-why serves as a base for the firm’s product technology

since it normally is on the current technology employed by a firm that existing products

will be refined and new products will be developed. The innovative usage of current

technology into new product development contributes to increasing returns through

economies of scope.

Know-what concerns what the market really demands or will demand and is knowledge

that in companies operating on competitive markets to a large extent emanates from the

interaction between producers and users. The users unfold preferences as they use

products offered by the producer and due to how the producers’ capabilities evolve to

meet these preferences. This know-what knowledge is created and situated at the nexus of

the buyer-seller relationship and can be described as ‘learning-by-using’, especially on

how customer use the firm’s or other companies’ products.

This sort of knowledge is according to Sanchez (1996) based on the organizations’

experience and intuition, and it enables managers to make conjectures about what kind of

products a firm should develop and what the likely outcomes of a specific development

might be. Know-what is therefore the strategic understanding of the purposes to which

specific forms of know-why (product technology) and know-how (process technology)

knowledge might be applied in a firm’s value creation process to meet the customers

needs and wants.
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These three kinds of organizational knowledge or knowledge modes is by Sanchez (1996)

hierarchically ordered: knowing how is a prerequisite for knowing why, which in turn is a

prerequisite for knowing what. Also a fourth form on knowledge, specifically of interest

for the purpose of this paper, has however been suggested: to know-who. Know-who

may in this context be understood as knowledge about which partnering organization in

the alliance that knows what, why and how (cf. Lundvall & Johnson 1994), but may also

refer to their individual employees who act as carriers or containers for specific

knowledge. Individual networks between employees in an alliance are of great

importance since they give access to knowledge held by, e.g., alliance partner firms. This

makes know-who a key resource for an individual employee when he/she is confronted to

problem solving, and the existing knowledge in the firm itself is not sufficient for solving

such a problem. Such an access to individual or organizational knowledge possessed by

partnering organizations can be of great importance for an alliance partner, especially for

smaller firms with a limited stock of knowledge resources, since this may open a cost-

and time-effective way to solve problems relating to know-what, know-why or know-

how and where the smaller firm neither has the resources nor the time to build these kinds

of knowledge in-house.

Adding this fourth knowledge mode gives a more complete picture of how knowledge

within and between organizations may be understood. At the same time as it questions

the relevance of ordering different kinds of knowledge in the hierarchical manner

Sanchez suggests –a sequential order where knowing who in strategic alliances may be

regarded as a prerequisite for knowing what, why or how. One benefit emanating from

cooperation is that learning and access to others’ knowledge can give leverage and

synergy effects for a firm that would have been difficult to reach for each single firm.

Know-who is therefore important at the same time as it has an effect on know-why, when

personal networks facilitate the usage of knowledge at the same time as they speed up the

learning on an individual level. In a similar way is know-what affected by both know-

who and know-why when they influence the ability to achieve knowledge about what the

market actually demands or will demand. This reasoning almost becomes circular since
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know-what, i.e. the knowledge about what the market demands or will demand, affects

the firms’ process technology and the individual employees’ skills.

Moreover, and as Polanyi (1966) noted, the majority of a firm’s knowledge assets is

tacitly held. In all kinds of knowledge discussed here some parts of this specific

knowledge may be converted into explicit knowledge that can be stored in, for example,

manuals or organizational routines. However, know-how knowledge and know-who

knowledge are by their nature more firm- or person-specific properties that are tacitly

held by their owners. Knowledge relating to knowing what (earlier referred to what the

market really demand or will demand) and knowing why (knowledge about principles

and causal relationships between different elements behind a specific phenomenon; cf.

Ylinenpää 1997) is often more easily coded and thus more suitable for transferring into

explicit knowledge more readily communicated to others; for example to partnering firms

in a strategic alliance. To know who has however the unique quality of being able to

serve as means for, but not necessarily implicating, access to all the other types of

knowledge.

Returning back to our previous discussion on motives for strategic allying (Table 1),

building new businesses or developing and introducing new products may be understood

to be facilitated primarily by know-what-knowledge (here knowledge about market needs

and customer preferences) and know-why-knowledge (here enabling a better

understanding of how different elements or components in e.g. an existing product relate

to and affect each other, serving as a base for product refinement or new product

development). Such knowledge may to a higher degree be coded and transferred across

organizational boundaries, thus serving as input in joint processes between companies

aiming for new businesses or new products. Know-how-knowledge and know-who-

knowledge, on the other hand, are normally stored as individual and tacit knowledge and

not as easily coded and transferred between organizations. Due to their higher transaction

costs or transfer barriers, these kinds of knowledge are more readily capitalized on inside

the boundaries of the own organization, for example by improving the process efficiency

of the firm’s existing systems. As noted, however, knowing who may here serve as a
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vehicle for accessing all the other kinds of knowledge resources. To know who may from

this perspective serve as a moderator in the emergent functional ‘division of labour’

where knowing what and why may be understood to be more related to new

business/product development and (especially) knowing how to improvement in the

existing but separate organizations taking part in an inter-firm cooperation.

Motives for strategic allying may moreover be related to the risk-propensity of the firms

taking part in a strategic alliance. Here March’s (1991) classic distinction between

exploration and exploitation may be illuminating also in the context of building different

kinds of strategic alliances. An inter-firm alliance may hence be aiming for exploring

new possibilities in terms of new products and/or new markets by joining forces in

developing the specific knowledge needed. Firms cooperation in an alliance may

however also be geared towards exploitation – to improve their own organizational

efficiency by learning from partners in the alliance. As March notes, this choice has

important implications for the level of risk accepted:

Compared to returns from exploitation, returns from exploration are
systematically less certain, more remote in time and more organizationally
distant from the locus of action and adaptation (March, 1991:73).

The reasoning above is concluded in Figure 1.

Know-how

Know-who

Know-why

Know-what

EXPLORATION:
Learning from partners
mainly facilitating new
product/business
development

EXPLOITATION:
Learning from partners
mainly facilitating
improvement of current
businesses
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Figure 1.  Suggested relations between different kinds of knowledge and different motives for
strategic allying

By outlining different motives for strategic allying, different types of knowledge and by

discussing how motives and knowledge modes may be related we have thus created an

evolving theoretical framework that will be illustrated by an empirical case: EVONET

industrial partners.

ILLUSTRATIVE CASE

The framework presented above has been developed from both empirical data from a

case study conducted in a strategic alliance and literature reviews and is an attempt to

apply theory to data in order to further develop the theory. In the following, excerpts

from the case study on how SMEs access and acquire knowledge together with partners

in a strategic alliance will be presented as an illustration to the framework of how

different knowledge modes can be understood.

The strategic alliance consists of six small- and medium sized manufacturing companies

in Northern Sweden, who are operating as suppliers to the automobile and heavy-truck

industry. The alliance has been studied over three years where data has continuously been

collected among alliance partners through, in total, 63 interviews. Interview data is

further supported by participatory observations and different kinds of secondary data

such as public relation and marketing material, press-clipping and internal alliance

documents. Data collection through interviews were performed annually from 2001 to

2004 using a semi-structured form addressing motives for participation in the alliance,

perceived purpose and goals for cooperation, level of commitment and engagement in the

partnership, content of cooperative projects, perceived value from cooperation, barriers

and difficulties perceived in cooperation, as well as suggestion for improvement of the

joint projects.
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Table 2. Data on EVONET partnering companies

Firm Operations Average number
of employees
2001-2003

Average annual
turnover  MSEK
2001-2003

NORDTOOL AB Develops, designs and manufactures high-quality production
tooling and fixtures

38 24

TOOLTECH AB Develops, designs and manufactures advanced production
tooling and fixtures

11 9

BERGLUNDS
ROSTFRIA AB

Manufactures customized products made of corrosion resistant
materials such as stainless steel, aluminium, titanium and nickel
alloys.

28 19

ERLANDSSONS
VERKSTADS AB

Manufacturing of components with high quality cutting and
pressing.

23 20

HT-SVARV AB Manufacturing of rotary symmetrical products of steel, alloyed
steel and stainless steel.

69 78

FERRUFORM AB Welding, machining and steel plate forming in serial production
of products.

581 675

Total EVONET 750 825

The mission of the partnership is to utilize and develop their joint know-how in this line

of business in order for the partnership to meet most demands for deliveries, from

complex manufacturing of single units to customer-specific serial production.

EVONET’s activities are financed by the participating firms, but also on a project basis

supported by Swedish and European public funding.

Although individual motives behind entering into the alliance differ between the

companies, the common and shared objective of the alliance is to strengthen current

businesses and to attract new customers. The strategy to achieve this is through joint

efforts in quality, marketing, purchasing and recruitment of new staff (apprentices). All

companies were already from the start certified according to ISO 9000/14000 and quality

control was further improved by the partnership’s implementation of World Class

Process, a quality system inspired by the Toyota production system which focuses on

orderliness, fewer mistakes and continuous improvements within production,

administration and logistics. In the area of marketing, EVONET has jointly participated

in industrial fairs and exhibitions to show new and old customers what EVONET as a

partnership could offer. A new second brand, the brand name EVONET Industrial

Partner, has also been introduced to express and market that the partnering firms as an

alliance could satisfy more demanding customer needs beyond the limits set by individual

companies’ own resources.  By coordinating the purchasing activities, purchasing costs
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have been reduced and the vision to form a jointly owned purchasing company has been

launched. In the area of recruiting much effort has been invested in changing the public

view upon manufacturing industry and by enhancing the image of the alliance firms

attracting interest from potential new employees. The new EVONET industrial partner

brand has therefore frequently been marketed in radio and local-TV commercials

describing the positive atmosphere and work climate and the different specialized

professions that the alliance firms may offer.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The analyses of the case study presented in this paper will focus on (i) emerging motives

and ambitions behind the strategic partnership, (ii) how the subsequent activities in the

strategic partnership may be understood, building on the main purpose of this study (to

understand how SMEs develop their capabilities in a strategic alliance), and finally (iii)

how strategic motives and different knowledge modes may be understood to relate to

each other. Propositions as well as conclusions and directions for further research will be

presented.

Emergent motives for strategic allying

In the EVONET strategic alliance, motives and activities are mainly focusing upon the

improvement of the alliance partners’ current businesses. This can probably be explained

by that it is in this area the participating firms today make their earnings. Focusing on

future revenues by building new businesses or introducing new products is a more

uncertain activity (March 1991) that takes both time and other resources from the smaller

firms’ daily operations. However, the marketing project and the establishment of a new

joint brand name gradually has changed the focus from current business to the building of

new businesses or new products where the long term objective is to introduce new

products and to enter new markets. Table 3 depicts a summary of the observed motives

and ambitions in the EVONET strategic alliance and how they are related to different

main activities or projects performed by the EVONET partnership.
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Table 3. Emerging motives and ambitions in the EVONET strategic alliance.

Motives/reasons Building new businesses or
introducing new products

Improving current businesses

To achieve economies of scale The purchasing project
The apprentice project

To achieve economies of learning The apprentice project
To gain access to other firms’
resources

The marketing project

To achieve transformative synergies
via process rationalization

The quality project

To enjoy first mover advantage by
reducing time to market

The marketing project

To exploit new markets The establishment of the EVONET
industrial partner brand name

The case study moreover showed that access to other firms’ knowledge and resources

was important and that acquisition of partners’ knowledge was less important. No signs

of any ‘learning races’ where an alliance partner seeks to learn at a faster rate than its

partner was found. This can probably be explained by that the alliance partners is mostly

focusing on their current businesses and that the gained benefits is received from access

to other firms’ knowledge and resources, instead of acquisition of knowledge via partner

learning.

Besides confirming that the activities and projects performed by EVONET are consistent

with the partnership’s ambitions to support existing businesses, the observed indications

of an emerging new and higher ambition (to build new businesses or developing new

products on new markets) are interesting to note. As noticed by e.g.  Nilsson & Nilsson

(1992) and Wallenklint (2001), inter-firm networks may develop both quantitatively and

qualitatively over time, resulting in new organizational configuration (cf. also Murto-

Koivisto et al, 1996). Adopting this perspective, the indicated ‘movement to the left’ in

Table  3 thus may indicate that the EVONET strategic alliance gradually is moving from

‘improving current businesses’ to ‘building new businesses or introducing new products’

that (in the future) will require new and more developed modes of organizing the

cooperation. Empirical findings from the Evonet case and theoretical support from Grant

& Baden-Fuller (2004) gives rise for the following proposition:
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Proposition 1: Different kinds of strategic motives decide if knowledge should be

acquired or accessed.

In order to build competence based competitive advantage, firms may acquire required

resources (thereby building in-house competences) or access them via the firm’s network.

Firms seeking competitive advantage based on exploration in this specific respect follow

an acquisition strategy while firms seeking competitive advantage based on exploitation

rely on accessing network-based competencies.

The partnerships motives and ambitions affect on the different knowledge modes.

In Figure 1 we have, building on previous research, suggested how different kinds of

knowledge modes may be understood to relate to different motives for strategic allying.

We will here utilize this framework for analyzing the content and nature of the

knowledge transfer observed in the EVONET strategic alliance.

Our empirical observations indicate that know-how on an individual level in the

participating firms and the employees’ individual competences to a significant degree

have affected the routines and modes in which participating firms performed some of

their current operations. The implementation of the quality system World Class Process

hence has changed the routines at both an individual and an organizational level. This has

reduced errors within production, administration and logistics and increased the

productivity in all firms. The cooperation in the EVONET strategic alliance has also

instrumentally affected the way in which participating firms conduct their purchasing

activities. The joint apprentice project also indicates a new way to recruit new employees

to participating firms. Building on these observations we conclude that participating firms

own know-how – their practical understanding and modes of performing different

activities in their own companies (Simon, 1962) – in an instrumental way has been

affected by their joint activities/projects in the EVONET strategic alliance.
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The empirical findings points towards that an alliance that strives to improve the current

business mostly focuses on improvement of its process technology by develop the current

production system in the firms and in the alliance.  This seems reasonable since firms

active in mature industries, such as for example manufacturing industry or process

industry, are to a high extent fixed to the market price, which they have small

possibilities to alter. Activities aiming for receiving a price better than the market price

are therefore difficult estimate in financial terms at the same time as activities aiming for

cost reductions in the production by increased efficiency are easier to estimate. In these

kinds of industries are economies of scale often very important and these circumstances

drives the focus towards activities that improve the current production system. As a

response to this firms/alliances active in mature industries should strive to improve its

process technology (know-how) instead of developing its product technology (know-

why). This discussion leads to the following proposition:

Proposition 2:  Firms/alliances who strive to improve the current business seek to

develop know-how knowledge.

When it comes to know-why knowledge, however, such effects from the strategic

alliance could not be observed. No joint product development or change in current

product technology took place in the alliance during 2001-2004. We therefore conclude

that the level of know-why as an effect of the partnership was unaltered in the

participating companies. What was noticeable from our interviews with managers and

employees in the partnering firms was that employees realised their role and their firms’

role in the alliance, and how the alliance could boost the development for all participating

firms. In this sense the understanding of the function of the system increased at the same

time as it was changed from perceiving the individual firm as the only arena for

performing productive firm activities to recognizing also the partnership as a potential

arena for such productive activities. Since such insights have however not (yet) been

transformed into action in terms of e.g. joint product development projects, asthis change

may be understood as a non-revolutionary adjustment and an extension of an existing

paradigm on how value is created in the firm rather than as a process characterized as a
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paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1970) and a successful double-loop learning (Argyris & Schön,

1978).

To broaden the discussion: firms active in new industries as for example information

technology or telecom industries have good possibilities to price there own products.

Activities that are aiming to increase the revenues by developing new products or

businesses are often in focus and thereby strengthening the firm’s market position. As a

response to the organic life cycle theory (Van De Ven & Poole, 1995), firms/alliances in

new industries should strive to develop their product technology (know-why) and also the

strategic understanding (know-what) about how know-how and know-why can be

combined to meet the markets’ needs and demands. As a response to the organic life

cycle theory (Van De Ven & Poole, 1995) firms/alliances in new industries should strive

to develop their product technology (know-why) and also their strategic understanding

(know-what) to meet the markets’ needs and demands.

Such an ambition implies that existing products are refined and new products are

developed. An innovative use of existing technology in product development can give

rise to economies of scope when the existing technology can be used in new products at

the same time as new technology is introduced in existing and new products. This

discussion gives rise to the following proposition:

Proposition 3: Firms/alliances who strive to achieve new products or new

businesses seek to develop know-why knowledge.

Theoretical support for this proposition can be found in the stream of literature on

exploration that originates from Marsh (1991). The Evonet case do not however support

(or reject) this proposition and therefore more empirical research is needed.

Know-what is, building on Sanchez (1996), defined as the strategic understanding of the

purposes to which specific forms of know-why (product technology) and know-how

(process technology) knowledge might be applied to meet the customers’ needs and

wants today and in the future.  In the case of EVONET, the focus has mostly been on
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what the market is demanding today. This can be explained by that the firms are working

in a relatively stable environment where no dramatic changes in the customers’ demands

are common. The increased interaction with customers through EVONET’s participation

in industrial fairs and tradeshows has however raised the awareness on how larger

European customers purchase components and parts, and how customer requirements

may differ on different markets. The cooperation and especially the jointly performed

marketing efforts have increased the consciousness in the firms about the strengths and

weaknesses that each individual firm and their management possess. From this study we

can’t today however see any impact from EVONET on the strategic understanding of

how know-why and know-how knowledge might be applied to meet the customers’ needs

and wants.

Know-who is the kind of knowledge mode that from our empirical observations maybe

has had the largest impact on the alliance firms since it acts as a lubricant enabling

relations and transfer of information and knowledge between the firms.  Before the

alliance started the contacts between the firms were sporadic, and it was mainly the

owner or the firm’s hired manager who had these kinds of contacts. This is now changed

due to that the joint projects has increased the number of contact points between the

participating firms. Today for example a purchaser in one company knows which of all

other purchasers in the other firms that can help him to solve a problem. Employees with

a good set of contacts have a more advantageous access to information that will increase

their individual efficiency at the same time as the firm will benefit from the increasing

number of contact points. Based on that the firms in the EVONET strategic alliance today

‘know who’, also machine time/capacity and even employees are hired between the

firms.

In an alliance consisting of smaller firms are inter-organizational trust and interpersonal

trust a crucial element since it has a dominant influence on exchange processes and

outcomes. From the illustrative case we can see that the increased contact points and

more developed personal networks are important for both the efficiency and the

development of the individual firm. To understand the development of these firms and
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also the alliance, it is necessary to take into account both business strategies and also

strategies to encourage personal networks between employees in the alliance firms.

Zaheer, McEvily & Perrone (1998) suggest that firms must recognize that structures,

processes and routines shape the environment in which interpersonal trust can be created

and they stress that the stability of inter-firm exchange is institutionalized in the inter-

organizational relationship where boundary-spanning individuals have an important role.

Access to organizational or individual knowledge possessed by partnering organizations

can be of great importance for an alliance partner and, especially as the Evonet case

illustrate, for smaller firms with a limited stock of knowledge resources, since this may

open a cost- and time-effective way to solve problems relating to know-what, know-why

or know-how, and where, the smaller firm neither has the resources nor the time to build

these kinds of knowledge in-house. This discussion and the support given by the

empirical findings in the Evonet case underpin the following proposition:

Proposition 4: Know-who is a prerequisite that enables access to other

knowledge modes in an alliance.

Figure 2 visualizes the empirical findings from the Evonet case regarding the alliance’s

motives and ambitions and how the different knowledge modes were affected by the

partnership.
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Figure 2. Centre of gravity in the EVONET industrial partners foci on different knowledge
modes.

Conclusions

To conclude, the empirical results shows that EVONET, in line with their original

motives for starting a strategic cooperation, has mostly focused upon improvement of

their current business by exploiting existing resources inside the strategic alliance. The

attained and joint projects have supported this primarily by strengthening the partnering

firms’ know-how and know-who. In order to achieve this, accessing (rather than

acquiring) knowledge has been a central interest for the alliance firms. The empirical

results also indicate that for organizations aiming for a strategic partnership, concrete and

applied projects that are jointly carried through have a large impact on the individual

firm’s possibilities to access or acquire knowledge from its alliance members due to that

joint projects foster personal networks and trust between employees in the participating

firms. Through ‘learning by doing’ especially smaller firms learn more about each

alliance member’s resources and capabilities (cf. Ylinenpää, 1997).

The findings of this study mainly coincide with what we could expect from findings in

previous research. Interesting to note, however, is the link between different strategic

orientations of partnerships and the kinds of knowledge modes and knowledge

exchange/transfer that becomes critical in different strategic alliances that has been

Know-how

Know-who

Know-why

Know-what

EXPLORATION:
Learning from partners
mainly facilitating new
product/business
development

EXPLOITATION:
Learning from partners
mainly facilitating
improvement of current
businesses
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indicated in this study. Different types of strategic alliances may be expected to exploit

different kinds of synergies. A partnership geared towards exploitation (March 1991) and

improvement of current businesses hence seem to benefit mostly from know-how-

knowledge, while a partnership aiming for developing new products, new markets and

new businesses (exploration) instead benefits primarily from knowledge and knowledge

exchange characterised as ‘knowing what’ and ‘knowing why’. For alliances such as our

empirical case EVONET, where ambitions and motives may change over time, a

changing foci from exploitation towards exploration necessitates for participating firms to

develop their know-what and know-why knowledge by developing new ways of

interacting, learning and codifying existing knowledge in the partnership.

Interesting in the context of knowledge transfer is also the role of know-who-knowledge.

As this study suggests, this knowledge may be regarded as a knowledge mode by itself

with its specific characteristics, but may also function as a mediator for accessing or

acquiring knowledge based on know-what, know-why and/or know-how. Such an

understanding challenges many of the hierarchical models suggested by previous

research, but may also be comprehended as a complement to what Sanchez (1996)

already has suggested: that knowing how is a prerequisite for knowing why, which in

turn is a prerequisite for knowing what. As the case EVONET illustrates, exchange of

knowledge in inter-firm networks may, especially when they involve SMEs, be

understood to have its origin in cooperation that is expected to deliver short term pay-off.

We have in this paper argued that such a pay-off is more related to exploitation than to

exploration, and that exploitation in turn is conceptually more related to know-how-

knowledge than to knowledge based on know-what or know-why. It is also suggested that

know-who-knowledge in particular is the most effective way for smaller firms with

limited own knowledge assets to get access to the knowledge they need, often serving as

a vehicle to knowing how. When a partnership (as some observations of the case of

EVONET also indicates) develops its cooperation from improving current businesses to,

e.g., a more long-term joint development of new products for new markets, this requires

that the joint learning in the partnership also involves knowing what and why. This
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suggested hierarchy, as well as the dynamic perspective on changing foci of inter-firm

alliances noted above, represents an interesting challenge for further studies.

Our ambition is to conduct a longitudinal study that can give more knowledge about the

above presented knowledge modes and the stated propositions by studying a larger

innovation system that focuses on product innovation (development of information

technology for process industry). One of the alliances between IT-providers and larger

process industries in this innovation system that focus on new product development will

be further studied with a case study approach.
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